Visiting Professor Program
Academic year 2020/2021

DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT

TEACHING COMMITMENT: 28 hours

COURSE TITLE
Interpreting the Macroeconomic Scenarios

TEACHING PERIOD
1st term

SCIENTIFIC AREA
Economic Policy

LANGUAGE USED TO TEACH
English
The Degree Course is entirely taught in English

COURSE SUMMARY
Analysis of Pension systems, saving rate in an international comparison.

Applied and Empirical analysis on Pension decisions using STATA program.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Use of economic models.

Quantitative analysis and use of data.

Economic Indicators.

The use of data to interpret economic scenarios.

Causal interpretation versus correlation.

Education and growth.
Social Security Systems.

**TUTORSHIP ACTIVITIES (IF APPLICABLE)**
Tutorship will be available.

**LAB ACTIVITIES (IF APPLICABLE)**
Lab activity using data.

**OTHER ACTIVITIES (IF APPLICABLE)**
Seminars from scholars in disciplines related to the course topics.

**VISITING PROFESSOR PROFILE DESCRIPTION**
Large experience in teaching (in English), excellent record of peer reviewed publications especially in the area of the course. Experience in data analysis both at macro and micro level.

**CONTACT PERSON AT THE DEPARTMENT**
Prof. Mariacristina Rossi
mariacristina.rossi@unito.it